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	Geographic Information has an important role to play in linking and combining datasets through shared location, but the potential is still far from fully realized because the data is not well organized and the technology to aid this process has not been available. Developments in the Semantic Web and Linked Data, however, are making it possible to integrate data based on Geographic Information in a way that is more accessible to users. Drawing on the industry experience of a geographer and a computer scientist, Linked Data: A Geographic Perspective is a practical guide to implementing Geographic Information as Linked Data.


	Combine Geographic Information from Multiple Sources Using Linked Data


	After an introduction to the building blocks of Geographic Information, the Semantic Web, and Linked Data, the book explores how Geographic Information can become part of the Semantic Web as Linked Data. In easy-to-understand terms, the authors explain the complexities of modeling Geographic Information using Semantic Web technologies and publishing it as Linked Data. They review the software tools currently available for publishing and modeling Linked Data and provide a framework to help you evaluate new tools in a rapidly developing market. They also give an overview of the important languages and syntaxes you will need to master. Throughout, extensive examples demonstrate why and how you can use ontologies and Linked Data to manipulate and integrate real-world Geographic Information data from multiple sources.


	A Practical, Readable Guide for Geographers, Software Engineers, and Laypersons


	A coherent, readable introduction to a complex subject, this book supplies the durable knowledge and insight you need to think about Geographic Information through the lens of the Semantic Web. It provides a window to Linked Data for geographers, as well as a geographic perspective for software engineers who need to understand how to work with Geographic Information. Highlighting best practices, this book helps you organize and publish Geographic Information on the Semantic Web with more confidence.
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Oracle 11g R1/R2 Real Application Clusters EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Oracle RAC or Real Application Clusters is a grid computing solution that allows multiple nodes (servers) in a clustered system to mount and open a single database that resides on shared disk storage. Should a single system (node) fail, the database service will still be available on the remaining nodes. Oracle RAC is an integral part of the...
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Programming Languages: Principles and ParadigmsSpringer, 2010

	This self-contained textbook assumes that the reader has some familiarity with one programming language, and adopts a simple yet rigorous approach.


	The author explains the main programming paradigms (imperative, object-oriented, functional, and logic), and makes clear separation between the design, implementation and pragmatic...
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Bacterial Infections of Humans: Epidemiology and ControlSpringer, 2009

	The new Fourth Edition of Bacterial Infections of Humans reflects a decade of important discoveries, technological progress, and valuable new therapies as well as emerging and reemerging infections, resistant strains of bacteria, and threats of bioterrorism. It offers accessible, up-to-date information across the range of disease...
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Assembly Language Primer for the IBM PC (Plume Computer Books)Plume, 1984

	Explains how assembly language works, discusses sound generation, memory segmentation, color graphics, and language interfaces, and shows how to write programs in assembly language
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Wireless Optical Communication SystemsSpringer, 2004
The use of optical free-space emissions to provide indoor wireless communications
has been studied extensively since the pioneering work of Gfeller
and Bapst in 1979 [1]. These studies have been invariably interdisciplinary involving
such far flung areas such as optics design‚ indoor propagation studies‚
electronics...
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Learn to Program with Python 3: A Step-by-Step Guide to ProgrammingApress, 2018

	
		
			Move from zero knowledge of programming to comfortably writing small to medium-sized programs in Python. Fully updated for Python 3, with code and examples throughout, the book explains Python coding with an accessible, step-by-step approach designed to bring you comfortably into the world of software development.
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